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Abstract

Objective
Extensive research exists on breaking bad news by clinicians. This study examines perspectives of patients and those accompanying them at diagnosis-giving of subsequently sharing news of lung cancer with adult family/friends, and views of healthcare professionals, to inform development of a supportive intervention.

Methods
Qualitative interviews with 20 patients, 17 accompanying persons; focus groups and interviews with 27 healthcare professionals from four Thoracic Oncology Units. Intervention development workshops with 24 healthcare professionals and six service users with experience of sharing a cancer diagnosis. Framework thematic analysis.

Results
Patients and accompanying persons shared news of lung cancer whilst coming to terms with the diagnosis. They recalled general support from healthcare professionals but not support with sharing bad news. Six elements were identified providing a framework for a potential intervention: 1-people to be told, 2-information to be shared, 3-timing of sharing, 4-responsibility for sharing, 5-methods of telling others and 6-reactions of those told.

Conclusion
This study identifies the challenge of sharing bad news and a potential framework to guide delivery of a supportive intervention tailored to individual needs of patients.

Practice Implications
The identified framework could extend the portfolio of guidance on communication in cancer and potentially in other life-limiting conditions.
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1 Introduction

Each year in the UK more than 300,000 people receive a cancer diagnosis; worldwide there are 14.1 million new cases each year [1]. Within the medical literature, extensive research exists on how news of a cancer diagnosis is broken to patients and other family members [2-6], resulting in guidelines [7-9] and communication skills training courses for health professionals [10-12]. However, despite a wide-ranging literature search supported by an information specialist, we found little research on the subsequent process – when patients tell family members/friends their bad news. A few studies have explored communicating a parental cancer diagnosis to children and adolescents [13,14], particularly in relation to breast cancer [15-17] and genetic risk for cancer [18-20]. However there is a dearth of literature relating how patients relay bad news of a cancer diagnosis to adult significant others, what we refer to here as sharing bad news.

Related studies exist focusing on communication between couples [21,22], with wider family [23-25] and diagnosis-disclosure decisions [26,27], but they do not specifically address our research topic. Studies have also been conducted on conversational interactions in families about cancer [28-31] seeking to identify linguistic strategies used to manage news delivery but no subsequent work has investigated use of such strategies in cancer practice. Thus the process of sharing bad news with adult significant others remains unexplored and we found no studies which examined health professionals’ perspectives on supporting patients to share bad news with other adults.

More than two decades after Fallowfields’s [7:478] seminal observation that ‘patients too may have difficulty relaying bad news’, there remains little empirical research into experiences of patients sharing bad news with adult significant others and little understanding of the process involved or of how patients can best be supported. This remains so despite open communication and social support being independently associated with better patient outcomes [25, 32].

*Insert Figure 1 here*
Figure 1 illustrates this knowledge gap between the well-researched process of breaking bad news to patients and the under-researched later stage when patients subsequently share news received with adult significant others. The present study sought to address this gap: to examine the perspectives of patients, those accompanying them and healthcare professionals in relation to patients sharing bad news with adult others, and from this to develop an evidence-based intervention to support sharing bad news. The present study did not examine sharing bad news with children.

2 Methods

*Insert Figure 2 here*

We used a qualitative approach in two stages (Figure 2), informed by pre-study pilot work with clinicians and interviews with three service users with experience of sharing news of a cancer diagnosis to guide development of the study methodology. User interviews informed the study in three ways: (i) the timing of recruitment, (ii) purposive sampling of participants and (iii) interview guide development. A timeframe for recruitment was established from analysis of treatment schedules with recruitment of patients via clinical nurse specialist approximately eight to twelve weeks post-diagnosis; acceptability of this schedule was verified by users. Discussions with users suggested presence or absence of an accompanying person may affect the process and experience of SBN (one of the service users attended the diagnosis consultation alone and subsequently managed sharing bad news alone); the study therefore recruited both accompanied and unaccompanied patients.

The study received ethics approval from NRES Committee East of England – Hertfordshire (Reference number 11/EE/0440). Informed consent was obtained from all participants.
2.1 Stage 1: Perspectives of sharing bad news

2.1.1 Recruitment and data collection: Patients and Accompanying Persons

We recruited patients with advanced lung cancer. This patient group was selected because of the significance of the disease to the NHS: around 43,000 patients are diagnosed with lung cancer each year [33]. There is considerable impact of the disease on patients and families due to poor survival rates [34]. Patients were recruited from three different Thoracic Oncology clinics in two hospitals in the East of England, purposively sampled from different palliative treatment pathways (palliative chemotherapy, palliative radiotherapy and supportive care. Exclusion criteria were potentially curative surgery, under 18 years, unable to complete an interview in English or not capable of giving informed consent.

Recruitment was facilitated by healthcare professionals from the Unit (February-October 2012). Eligible patients attending clinics 4-6 weeks post-diagnosis were given a recruitment pack (invitation letter, information sheet, reply form and freepost envelope to the research team). We contacted patients returning positive replies to answer any questions and arrange an interview. Patients were asked if anyone accompanied them at consultations (accompanying person) and for permission to contact them. The accompanying person then received a similar recruitment pack inviting them to take part, and the same process as patients was followed in recruiting them.

Semi-structured face to face interviews were conducted by two researchers (NN/GE) with patients and accompanying persons separately (except for three patient–accompanying persons pairs requesting joint interviews), in their place of choice (usually home). Audio-recorded interviews (averaging 50 minutes) were conducted, using a topic guide informed by pilot work with users and clinicians. The guide was reviewed after initial interviews and minor adjustments made to ordering and prompts. Interviews began by asking for a brief account of diagnosis-giving consultations to provide a context for sharing bad news and to understand its impact. Then the process of sharing
news with adult family/friends was explored. Participants were also asked about
preparation/support from healthcare professionals with sharing bad news, information/resources
they sought out themselves and what might have been helpful. Interviews finished with a period of
general discussion and a post-interview phone call made to check on emotional well-being. We
provided access to a support contact: a highly experienced oncology nurse with advanced
communication skills training (Sue Bailey from the research team).

2.1.2 Recruitment and Data Collection: Healthcare Professionals

To prevent change in practice resulting from the study itself, healthcare professional recruitment
took place after patient and accompanying person data collection. We recruited medical and nursing
staff routinely involved in bad news consultations with lung cancer patients from four East of
England hospitals: chest physicians, palliative medicine consultants, lung oncologists and Clinical
Nurse Specialists. Potential participants (N=39) were sent a recruitment pack (invitation letter,
information sheet, reply form and freepost envelope for its return). Figure 3 describes the
recruitment process for healthcare professionals.

Healthcare professionals took part in focus groups (16 participants in four groups; approximately 45
minutes) or individual interviews (11 participants; approximately 30 minutes) depending on their
availability. The topic guide, based on pilot work with clinicians, users and literature review, covered
roles in diagnosis-giving consultations, experiences with supporting patients with sharing bad news
and potential methods of supporting patients with this process. The guide was used for both focus
groups and interviews.

2.1.3 Data analysis

Framework analysis (supported by NVivo) was used [35], a systematic approach to qualitative
analysis designed for delivery of results for policy and practice. This method is particularly
appropriate for use in applied research allowing analysis both within and across cases. Analysis was conducted by two of the authors (NN/GE) with a third author (MF) involved in the interpretative phase. To ensure rigour from the outset of the study, an iterative process of data collection and analysis was employed, beginning after initial interviews were conducted. This involved both researchers reading and re-reading the transcripts to identify emerging key topics, allowing interview questions to be revised in line with the developing analysis. We also adjusted data collection in the early stages of the study to include time lines to provide greater clarity on the timing of sharing bad news (reported elsewhere [36]), thus ensuring methodological coherence [37]. Emerging themes were reviewed, discussed and agreed to inform the coding framework used for analysis. Notes and memos written throughout the analysis process. A similar process of management and analysis was undertaken with healthcare professional data. As a further strategy to enhance rigour, initial findings across Stage 1 (patients/accompanying persons/healthcare professionals) were discussed with the Monitoring and Advisory Group (authors plus communication skills expert and two user representatives) and feedback synthesised into the analysis.

2.2 Stage 2: Stakeholder feedback on Stage 1 analysis to develop a supportive intervention

2.2.1 Recruitment and data collection: Service Users

Poor prognosis prevented return to Stage 1 patients, thus we recruited service users from local and national users groups to participate in Stage 2. A brief was sent to a local Cancer Help Centre and to the Patient and Public Involvement Lead at the National Institute for Health Research Cancer Research Network for circulation to the Consumer Liaison Group. Interested participants with direct experience of sharing a cancer diagnosis contacted the researchers for further information.

The two hour audio-recorded workshop with service users was facilitated by three researchers (NN/MF/GE). As part of a verification process, the workshop began with presentation and discussion of Stage 1 findings, asking participants to reflect on the findings in light of their experiences of
sharing news of a cancer diagnosis. Then group work focussed on translating the study findings into a potential intervention. The session finished with a debriefing general discussion and refreshments. A support contact (SB) was available throughout and a post-workshop phone call to participants checked their emotional well-being. Participants received travel costs and a payment for taking part, guided by Involve, the national advisory group that supports greater public involvement in NHS, public health and social care research in the UK[38].

2.2.2 Recruitment and data collection: Healthcare Professionals

Healthcare professionals who had initially agreed to take part in Stage 1 were invited to participate in Stage 2. Due to work commitments, not all healthcare professionals were able to attend workshops, but were able to take part in individual or joint interviews (see Figure 3). Ten audio-recorded workshops/interviews were conducted (30-60 minutes). Each workshop/interview followed the same format. The researchers briefly presented Stage 1 findings, then participants were asked to focus on translating these into interventions feasible for everyday practice. Potential interventions identified in each workshop/interview were shared iteratively with participants in later workshops/interviews.

2.2.3 Data analysis

Workshop audiofiles were managed as for Stage 1. Data were analysed thematically, guided by Stage 1 findings, focusing on: (1) synthesising data from the experiences of patients, accompanying persons and service users on the identified elements of the sharing bad news process to develop a supportive intervention, (2) identifying the nature of support currently delivered for sharing bad news and (3) addressing the individual nature of sharing bad news for patients/accompanying persons and how that might be accommodated in a supportive intervention delivered by healthcare professionals.
3 Findings

3.1 Participants

Table 1 shows the characteristics of participating patients, accompanying persons (Stage 1) and service users (Stage 2). All but one patient was managed with palliative chemotherapy and/or radiotherapy or supportive care. Five service users had personal experience of sharing their own cancer diagnosis as well as that of family members. The sixth had extensive experience of sharing news of cancer of close family members. Table 2 gives the characteristics of healthcare professionals. Most had received advanced communications skills training, the majority within the last two years.

In presenting the findings, italics indicate verbatim quotations, followed by the participant’s study ID number. The first letter indicates participant: P (patients), AP (accompanying persons), H (healthcare professionals) and S (service users). Original IDs have been recoded to ensure anonymity.

3.2 The difficulty of sharing bad news

Receiving a lung cancer diagnosis for which there was no curative option was a very difficult experience. For many it was a shock (P07,P08,P12,P18), they were stunned (P01) or knocked sideways (AP06) often because the diagnosis was unexpected: a bombshell (P19). They were then faced with telling others this shocking news whilst trying to come to terms with it themselves: It was all difficult and I dreaded every phone call or email, specifically to those people very close to me (P18); it is one of the hardest things anybody has to do is to tell people that you’re close to that you’ve got cancer (P01). Various aspects of sharing bad news were difficult (outlined below), not just the news itself. These findings proved crucial in both identifying the importance of a supportive intervention and in informing its content.
3.3 Six core elements of Sharing Bad News

Six core elements of sharing bad news were identified from patients’ and accompanying persons’ accounts which provide a framework for a potential supportive intervention: (1) people to be told, (2) information to be shared, (3) timing of sharing, (4) responsibility for sharing, (5) methods of telling others and (6) reactions of those told (Figure 4). Presented as a guiding framework to consider when sharing bad news, they areas for discussion with patients by healthcare professionals.

*Insert Figure 4 about here*

3.3.1 People to be told

Unlike breaking bad news, which occurs only with those at the consultation, patients and accompanying persons had to share their news with many different people: immediate family, wide groups of relatives/close friends, employers/colleagues, neighbours and distant friends. The situation of those told was often considered: *with the elderly aunts and uncles I felt I had to be much more cautious in how I approached it and at what point in the conversation [...] because they’re a lot older than me* (P20). Thought was also given to how news was shared with adult friends/family who were ill at the time, and those recently bereaved. Patients and accompanying persons sought to minimise upset and therefore the context of people being told was always a priority.

3.3.2 Information to be shared

How much detail was shared, additional to the diagnosis, depended on who was told and their situation. Few shared their prognosis: *you play it by ear as you tell people. And there are certain things that I have not told everyone. For instance, the prognosis is actually very bad in terms of life expectation* (P20). Instead they focused on the treatment or management plan - what one patient referred to as the *good news* (P19). This reflected breaking bad news consultations which also
focused on management. Delivery was also considered: You can’t just blurt it out. It’s got to be [...] gentle, and saying you’ve been to hospital, and things are not so good (AP06).

3.3.3 Timing of sharing

People needed to feel ready to share their cancer diagnosis. For some this was immediately: I told as many close friends as possible almost straight away (P16). Others took longer: I didn’t want none of my friends to know to start with, until I came to terms with it (P14). They needed to prepare themselves: because it’s a hell of a thing to do to start phoning around all the family and relatives and loved ones and work colleagues and all your social infrastructure (P18). It was about finding the right moment, which at times was hampered where family members knew the patient was attending a consultation and called to find out what happened: there was a few calls that I just didn’t take (P19). Being supported in this aspect of sharing bad news would have been helpful: somebody could have helped in giving me a bit of space to deal with it myself before telling people. And then maybe I would maybe been able to tell people in a better way (AP19).

3.3.4 Responsibility for sharing

Some patients preferred to control news-sharing but, on the whole, we found accompanying persons were very involved in sharing news and also found it difficult. They too needed support: thus any intervention needs to support them, not just patients. The patients decided what news was to be shared and when: ‘Don’t say anything to anyone till I’m ready.’ Then when I was ready and if anyone come to see me, visit me, I told them. But if they asked... if anybody asked them outside how I was, I gave them permission then that they can just say (P14).

3.3.5 Methods of telling others

Various methods of sharing were used, depending on who was being told and what was shared. Participants preferred to tell elderly family members in person, however, sharing by phone was
necessary with distant friends and relatives or when participants wanted to tell several family members around the same time: they’ve all got their smart phones and their......there’s always the fear that one of them will cluck off to the other one before I’d got round to it. If I didn’t tell all three of them at once, almost (P05). Where emotions were high, the phone could be easier as it avoided seeing reaction of others to the news. News was also shared by email and social networking, but this method was usually for updates rather than initial sharing of news. Group-emails or Facebook groups reduced the burden of repeated updating.

3.3.6 Reactions of those told

Dealing with reactions of those told was difficult for all. Support from recipients was not always forthcoming and some distanced themselves: I found that they were shying away (P08). Equally difficult were excessive emotional reactions which often came about when the news was unexpected: some people [...] make it more difficult [...] You’ve got enough problems with trying to explain what it is without very emotional scenes [...] (P06). Some found themselves supporting those they told: It’s me who has got the illness and they can’t cope. [...] It’s quite a burden to have to have to be responsible for other people’s emotions (P03). Others wanted to carry on as normal and not dwell on their illness and expected people to respect that: I’ve got a neighbour over the road keeps coming over here every night and worrying about it. I don’t want that (P10). Once news was shared patients often received repeated phone calls to check on how they were. Such contacts, intended to be supportive, often had the opposite effect and were burdensome.

3.4 Perceived support for Sharing Bad News, or lack of it

Participating physicians and oncologists were rarely involved in supporting patients: I would say 80%, 90% of the time there is someone else within the room so then you sort of focus on the people there and don’t think beyond (HD01). They described time constraints: Unfortunately, I don’t talk about that aspect at all. [...] with half an hour ... because I look at the treatment, immediate care packages,
specialist palliative care, my consultation stops at that point (HB08). Support provided tended to be encouragement to share the diagnosis, suggesting complete honesty (HC01) and keeping it as open as at all possible (HA06), rather than specific strategies to manage telling others.

In contrast, nurse specialists were familiar with the issue of sharing bad news e.g. being asked: how will I tell my sons (HC07). They saw it as part of their role, a view shared by their medical colleagues: we do rely so much on the specialist nurses and patients just naturally feel more able to ask nurses things that they would never bother doctors with because they feel we are time-constrained (HA03). Early sharing was advised: I [...] encourage people to at least explain there’s a problem and that doctors are looking into it, because otherwise it’s such a huge shock (HC06). Without any professional guidelines they relied on experience: we don’t have a checklist or anything in front of us that we go through as to whether we’ve checked and asked that, or how they’ve dealt with that [...] It’s just through experience. (HC04).

Patients and accompanying persons recalled general support from healthcare professionals, particularly nurses, but that involved explaining their cancer and management options. In contrast to the nurses’ role alluded to above, they had no recall of receiving specific help or support on sharing their news with others. One patient explained: The specialist cancer girls are very kind, very good at supporting me, giving me phone numbers where they can be reached whenever I need to reach them and all that sort of thing. But I wouldn’t say that anybody has actually offered...nobody’s offered me any advice as to how I might share the news. (P05)

3.5 Value of a guiding framework to support Sharing Bad News

These six core elements of sharing bad news were presented at the service users’ workshop as key areas to consider when sharing news of a cancer diagnosis and were endorsed as valid based on their similar experiences. ‘People to be told’ was viewed as key - all other elements depended on who had to be told: to me the first question is actually ‘who do I have to tell?’ That’s actually the
most important thing (S06). Similarly, at workshops, Clinical Nurse Specialists in particular could relate to a lot of it (HC07), something they dealt with at various different times, with different people (HC04). The usefulness of a framework was noted (HA03, HB01): medical staff commented on its value in raising patient awareness about sharing bad news, particularly in relation to people to tell and their reactions (HC02).

However the value of a framework as an intervention is that it enables support to be individualised. How patients shared their news was personal to them: it was ‘their’ news, to be shared in their own way. Thus any supportive intervention needs to acknowledge individual preferences on how news can be shared. This view was clearly supported by the service users. Having cancer made them feel they had no control over anything and deciding how to share their diagnosis gave back some control. They needed to share news as they wanted: to create a time or create a situation where we can deliver our news’ (S05).

This individual nature of sharing bad news was also a theme of the nurses’ discussions: ...it’s always different for each person (HA07). Consequently, they felt there could be no single approach: no two scenarios will ever be exactly the same (HC08). Furthermore it was important not to be prescriptive: You can’t say ‘you must do this’ (HC10). Medical staff were familiar with using principles to guide breaking bad news. Thus a framework for sharing bad news offered guidance but also took account of the individual nature of news sharing.

4 Discussion and Conclusion

4.1 Discussion

This paper describes the experiences of patients, those accompanying them at diagnosis-giving and healthcare professionals with sharing bad news and characterises it as a difficult, personal process. Six core elements were identified, providing a framework for a potential supportive intervention: people to be told, information to be shared, timing of sharing, responsibility for sharing, methods of
telling others and reactions of those told. The study also identified different perceptions of support provided for sharing bad news between patients/accompanying persons and healthcare professionals. Regardless of whether support was delivered, a crucial finding was that patients were not able to discern help with sharing bad news from general support: this has implications for intervention development. The identified guiding framework has the potential to increase ‘visibility’ of healthcare professionals support for sharing bad news. It could also facilitate individualised support, through delivery of the intervention shaped to the needs of individual patients.

As far as we know, this is the first study to address this area of patient experience around diagnosis-giving, providing new data on the difficult process of sharing a lung cancer diagnosis with adult family members/friends to inform a supportive intervention. Sharing a cancer diagnosis is a challenge faced by very many patients. More difficult still is sharing a diagnosis of advanced disease such as in lung cancer. A limitation is that it was conducted with patients from one Thoracic Oncology Unit, however its multi-perspective approach draws on experiences not just of patients but also of healthcare professionals from other centres and service users beyond lung oncology.

While we were unable to identify other papers in this area, the importance of this issue was powerfully represented in Cancer Research UK’s advertising campaign in 2009 [39] which showed a series of patients describing what happens after receiving their diagnosis: “then you have to go and tell your children, mum, dad, daughter, husband... awful”. Our findings also resonate strongly with patients’ experiences recorded for healthtalkonline about telling others of a diagnosis [40], not just of lung cancer, but of leukaemia, lymphoma and other cancers such as ovarian, colorectal and pancreatic. Hilton et al [27: 747] in a secondary analysis of narrative interviews primarily concerned with gender issues in disclosure decisions, reported that telling friends and family was ‘one of the hardest aspects of having cancer’.

The common theme from patients and accompanying persons, service users and healthcare professionals, was the individual nature of sharing bad news. Thus the challenge is to design an
intervention that is supportive, without being prescriptive. The six core elements provide key areas to consider when sharing news of a cancer diagnosis, serving two purposes: (1) to inform training of healthcare professionals within existing advanced communication skills courses and (2) to provide a guiding framework for healthcare professionals to prepare patients with their personal process of sharing news.

4.2 Conclusion

This study addresses an important under-researched area of unmet need for patients and families at a key stage in the cancer journey, identifying the difficulty of sharing bad news and the lack of visible clinician-support with this process. Ensuring healthcare professionals are aware of this difficulty is the first step in attuning them to think about what happens beyond the bad news consultation and the potential need for support in telling others. The six elements identified in the process of sharing bad news provide a framework for a supportive intervention that is evidence-based and comprehensive, but responds to the individual nature of sharing news of a cancer diagnosis with others.

4.3 Practice Implications

Healthcare professionals are hindered in supporting patients with sharing bad news due to an absence of a guiding framework such as is available to them for breaking bad news [9], leaving them reliant on ‘experience’. Advanced communication skills training prepares practitioners to deliver bad news, but does not extend to methods of supporting patients with sharing their news [Personal communication with Communication Skills Tutor, 2014]. Materials on ‘telling others’ have been produced by charities such as Macmillan Cancer Support [41], however, it is unclear on what basis these resources have been developed. Tips they include such as trying to get the setting right, giving the information in small chunks and checking the person understands before carrying on would
appear to be based on principles of breaking bad news rather than any evidence or understanding of the process of sharing bad news. The six core elements of sharing bad news have the potential to underpin a toolkit of resources for supporting patients, providing a much needed framework for healthcare professionals and extending the portfolio of guidance on communication in cancer and potentially in other life-limiting conditions.
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